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Coaching Swimming at the J. Graham Brown School and Shawnee High School. This book
describes the steps involved in coaching small high school swimming programs and chronicles
the programs at the two schools.



Big Splash: Coaching High School SwimmingJohn Wesley SliderDEDICATIONThis book is
dedicated to my wife, Lillian, our daughter, Heather, and our son, William. It is also dedicated to
the many athletes that I coached.CONTENTSForward iIntroduction iii1 Why Do We Swim? 12
Coaching Is Relational 253 Swimming as a High School Sport 314 Preparation for Coaching
Swimming 375 Forming the Team and Season Plan 476 Schedule and Workouts 577 The
2002/3 Brown School Season 658 The 2003/4 Brown School Season 679 The 2004/5 Brown
School Season 6910 The 2005/6 Brown School Season 8111 The 2006/t Shawnee High School
Season 9112 The Brown School Swimming Team Records 9313 Coach Slider’s All-Millennial
Team 97About the Author 103FORWARDAs I prepared this book I reflected on all the young
persons who have been a part of the J. Graham Brown School swimming program from the
2003/4 season to the 2005/6 season. My hope is that this book honors them. It was a joy to
coach each of them.In May 2006 I resigned as a coach for the Brown School. My interest was in
coaching Cross Country at Shawnee High School. I believed that it was time for me to move to
another situation. I was also able to coach the swimming team at Shawnee High School.There
was one great advantage at Shawnee – a pool! I did not have many swimmers at Shawnee.
There were a enough swimmers to form a decent little team.It was a joy to watch the Brown
School team excel during the 2006-7 season, even though I no longer was their coach.Because
of professional obligations and increased duties, I had to retire from coaching at the end of the
2006/7 academic year. It was time.Dr. John Wesley Slider November 2010Louisville, Kentuckyi
John Wesley Sliderii Big Splash: Coaching High School SwimmingiiiINTRODUCTIONThis book
serves as a chronicle of the 2004-5 Brown School Swimming Team, though it includes a chapter
on the 2005-6 season. The book offers observations about swimming that should inform team
members and their families about my approach to the sport and coaching in general.During his
freshman year at Brown (2001-2002) our son, William, expressed an interest in joining the
Swimming Team at school. Lillian and I welcomed his desire to begin this sport again after a two
year sabbatical. As his Cross Country and Track coach, I was pleased for him to begin
swimming as a transition from Cross Country to Track. Swimming would give him the “miles”
without the wear and tear of running. It would also provide a strength workout without lifting
weights.William was excited to start the 2001-2002 season, but we never heard from the coach.
It seemed that his interest was only in managing two club swimmers and not runningii 2003
season. I agreed to take the responsibility of coaching.1 The responsibility was not very heavy
for my first two seasons. We had so few swimmers that our non-club swimmers simply practiced
with the Ballard team and swam in their meets. J.C. Barnett and Kelly Lewis, the Ballard coaches
were very helpful.After the second season, however, everything was different. With the program
growing, and space at the Ballard practice unavailable, we had to find our own site and I had to
learn how to structure a swimming practice. And so the adventure began.1 I did not come totally
unqualified. I already had my certification from the KHSAA and had coached basketball, soccer,
softball, and volleyball. I was (and I still am) the Cross Country and Track coach at Brown.ii1
WHY DO WE SWIM?My background – coaching and competing - is in running– sprints to be



specific. I observe swimming from this perspective. I can swim, and I now use swimming to
supplement my training.From my perspective I make an observation: Swimming competitively
requires learning what appears to be an entirely foreign set of techniques for bipedal, oxygen-
breathing humans – propelling the body using one’s arms in a medium that is potentially life-
threatening.If you doubt that swimming is foreign to most people, do not look at competitive
swimmers. Instead, go to a local pool and watch some of the slower lap “swimmers.” You will see
what I mean.Compared to animals – even mammals – that swim, humans are not efficient
swimmers. At first glance it does not appear that we are made to swim.The Physiology of
SwimmingSwimming seems to operate under different training principles than running –
especially for the shorter distances. Compared with Track, swimmers seem to focus on
accumulating yards with either long aerobic distances or numerous anaerobic intervals. Even
swimming distance workouts are intervals.Also, swimmers have various strokes for which they
must train. Runners in contrast, have only one basic running “stroke” – even considering
hurdlers. The exception may be the triple jumper.The dependence upon interval training in
swimming is in part a result of the design of the swimming pool. The set length (twenty-five yards
or meters for short course and fifty yards or meters for long course) dictates a workout
dominated by intervals. Even a long distance swim may be seen as a series of twenty-five yard
intervals (or a twenty yard swim with a brief five yard recovery). Swimmers in workouts swim
intervals within intervals within intervals.You cannot “swim hills” in a pool for strength training.
The water stays at one level. You also cannot do any speed work comfortably. The equivalent of
a short running sprint (about five seconds or less) would end somewhere between the end of the
glide and the end of the pool. High school swimming practices also tend to be one size fits all
because of facility and time limitations. Even the club workouts that I have observed do not
appear to differentiate between sprinters, long sprinters, middle distance, and distance. This
practice may change in college and elite programs as swimmers more focused.In high school
swimming competition there is no true sprint.2 The shortest and fastest event is the 50 yard
freestyle.Based on my observation of William in the freestyle events, one yard of swimming
equals 4 meters of running.3 For example, William’s 50 yard freestyle time is very close
(within .2 of a second, or .776%) to his 200m dash time. The same holds true for the 100 yard
freestyle and the 400m dash, the 200 yard freestyle and the 800m run, and the 500 yard
freestyle and the 2000m run.I was a long sprinter in Track in college – 200m and 400m (an
equivalent of the 50 yard and 100 yard freestyle). I remember the hardest interval workout I ever
experienced was: One mile warm up; stretch; 3 x 8 x 200m @ 30 seconds w/200m easy jog
recovery; and one mile cool down.The swimming equivalent of this workout would be: 450 yard
warm up; stretch; 24 x 50 yard freestyle @ 30 seconds w/50 yard easy swim recovery; 450 yard
cool down.The total distance for the Track workout was eight miles – an very long accumulated
distance for a sprinter in one workout! The equivalent swimming distance is 3,300 yards – an
extremely light distance for a club or college swimmer whose morning workout may be 4,000
yards and afternoon workout may be 6,000 yards.I confess that the stark difference in training



approaches between track and swimming baffle me. Do track coaches and swimming coaches
talk to one another? Maybe both disciplines are correct. Maybe the answer lies in who and what
we are.2 A true sprint is defined as a distance that may be covered with almost totally anaerobic
energy, that is, with only one breath. The 55m for indoor track and the 100m in outdoor track for
the competitive athlete are true sprints.3 Swimming distance in yards = Running distance in
meters. I use this in calculating equivalent mileage for swimming workouts during Cross Country
season.The Skeletal System . Human bones become brittle and weak if they are not stressed
daily. In contrast, animals that are designed to hibernate up to six months out of the year
experience no bone deterioration with inactivity.4 Weight bearing exercise appropriately stresses
the skeletal system. Swimming does provide some stress to this system, but is not the best
activity for this purpose.Weight Gain and Swimming. Swimming is often touted as the best form
of exercise for weight loss. This assertion at first seems to make some sense. Swimming uses
almost all of the major muscle groups. It places vigorous demands on the cardiovascular system.
Swimming is often used by other sports for training while recovering from injury. For persons that
are significantly over-weight, water does support them, lessening stress on the joints, and
allowing for more activity. When you swim an comfortable breast stroke or back stroke, you're
burning about the same number of calories as a fast walk or a slow jog. For some reason,
however, swimming appears to be less effective than other forms of exercise at promoting
weight loss.What has been discovered is that in the absence of a controlled diet, swimming has
little or no effect on weight loss and actually may result in overall weight gain. Competitive
swimmers typically have body fat levels that are higher than competitive runners and cyclers.
Assuming that all three groups burned a similar number of calories, the swimmers must have
compensated by eating more.Previous studies show that ethnic groups spending a lot of time in
water have the highest level of body fat. The same holds true for Japanese female pearl divers,
who are very fit but also have a high body fat level — despite swimming for several hours each
day.4 Bernd Heinrich, WhyWe Run, p201.It is thought that swimming in cold water stimulates the
appetite to increase caloric consumption. The human body responds to what it perceives as a
threat – the drop in temperature around the body – and begins to insulate to protect itself. There
are suggestions that swimming doesn't cause the same drop in appetite that accompanies
heavy running and cycling training. Many people feel extremely hungry after training in the pool,
and may simply replace all the calories they've burned with a large post-exercise meal. By
contrast, runners and cyclists usually experience an increase in body temperature during
training, which may serve to suppress appetite.Weight gain in swimmers may also be due to the
relative level of non-training activity. Swimmers seem to be less active outside their training
sessions than runners or cyclers. They are so tired from the hours spent training5 that they
sleep, sit or otherwise avoid any real physical activity outside their sessions.The difficulty in
drawing conclusions about weight loss and swimming is that it could be that elite swimmers are
predisposed to higher body fat levels because it is a help, or at least less of a disadvantage, to
their swimming. Rounded shoulders and smooth curves may simply be more biomechanically



sound than bony angles. The buoyancy of additional fat may predispose persons to be better
swimmers. Weight gain may simply be an increase in lean muscle mass.65 This response to
training is somewhat similar to that of the Sumo wrestler, who will train, then sit and eat in order
to gain weight.6 www.thefactsaboutfitness.comThe bottom line for competitive swimming is not
to worry. Your body will find its appropriate weight and shape. Competition is not about losing or
gaining weight; it is about moving through the water efficiently and swiftly.The Cardio-Vascular
System. The key to distance running is supplying fat-burning muscles with a sustained supply of
oxygen. The complex system that supplies oxygen to the muscles requires a large heart with a
large stroke volume per beat, a heart that is able to beat rapidly and slowly as needed, large
arteries, extensively developed capillaries, a large lung capacity, large fuel deposits, and cells
that are packed with mitochondria to convert (metabolize) fuel and oxygen into energy.7
Essentially, your body runs like a car engine. Oxygen + Fuel = Energy.Most people take in more
oxygen than they can use because of inefficient blood flow from the heart.8 The cardio-vascular
system can be trained to function more powerfully and efficiently. The maximum volume of
oxygen a person can process on a sustained and steady basis is the person’s maximal aerobic
power and is symbolized by the formula VO2 max.9An important distinction here is the way
energy is produced in the body. Aerobic energy production uses oxygen to burn the fuel for
energy. Anaerobic energy production does not need oxygen.
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